A new approach to pharmacokinetic parameters: estimation of cefuroxime during haemodialysis.
A linear three-compartment model is proposed as a means of estimating disposition and extracorporeal elimination pharmacokinetic parameters during haemodialysis. It was created by connecting a compartment, corresponding to the amount of drug present in the dialysis cell, to the central compartment of the standard two-compartment model from which elimination would normally take place. The transfer rate constants between the central compartment and the 'dialysis cell' and vice versa were given in terms of the plasma flow, central compartment volume, and volume of plasma contained in the dialysis cell, and thus cannot be considered to be independent parameters. The product of the rate constant for elimination from the dialysis cell, k30, and the plasma volume within the cell was used to quantify the extracorporeal elimination and termed intrinsic dialyser clearance, CLint,D. The model was used to interpret the plasma level curves obtained after administering 750 mg cefuroxime by IV bolus to a group of patients undergoing haemodialysis. The distribution parameters estimated by non-linear regression were similar to those given in the literature; however, in five of the twelve cases, no estimate of cefuroxime elimination from the central compartment (k10) could be derived. On the other hand, the estimates of the elimination rate constant (k30) from the deep peripheral compartment were greater than the values given in the literature, ranging from 50.6 h-1 to 151.0 h-1 and CLint,D ranging from 3.1 h-1 to 8.90 l h-1. The error in measuring the flow of plasma which reaches the dialyser, its influence upon the estimation of the model parameters and the relationship between the parameters themselves and those customarily used in the study of drug haemodialysis are all discussed.